
‘Joanna Rajkowska is tackling this [the dependence on pharmaceuticals] with her eerie white 
sculptures of guns made out of resin mixed with powder painkillers. Her new exhibition, 
according to the press release, “confronts a set of disturbing and historically obscured 
(mis)uses of scientific knowledge and power”. But it’s the idea of an artwork actually being 
made out of modern pharmaceuticals that is haunting.’  
— Life’s a drug: Why pharmaceutical art is so addictive, Jonathan Jones, The Guardian, 
September 2015 

‘Explicit socio-political tensions are at play within ‘Painkillers’, particularly in Rajkowska’s re-
appropriation of military weapons. Rajkowska’s guns, hand-grenades and more ambiguous 
cast objects rest on elegant black structures. The works refer to biological and medical 
manufactures in military contexts. Specific case studies allow the highly-charged sculptures to 
more deeply probe the complex and politicised interplay of power and knowledge within both 
the military and within medicine. The spectator is invited to contemplate these troubling 
subjects, but within a highly clean, almost sterile environment, as a passive observer.’ 
— Hatty Nestor, this is tomorrow, 5 October 2015 

‘The works point towards something inherent in us all, something which we choose to not make 
public: the pain that we conceal within ourselves which, at some point, must break free.’ 
— Hatty Nestor, this is tomorrow, 5 October 2015 

‘Rajkowska’s sleek, modernist resin casts of military weaponry represents a disturbingly clear 
conflation of death and protection.’ 
— Cat Gough, Elephant Magazine, September 2015 

‘The effect [of Painkillers] is discomfiting and yet also strangely neutral, as if these objects are 
on display in a museum. The sculptural beauty of the weapons is made apparent, in spite of 
their sinister capabilities of inflicting harm -whether through a bullet being fired or the more 
insidious death caused by biological warfare.’ 
— Art Becomes Weaponised, Sarah Stewart, Londonist, 28 September 2015 

‘The exhibition is powerful, and the stark forms of the weapons are beautiful in their sleekness 
and technical perfection.’ 
— Art Becomes Weaponised, Sarah Stewart, Londonist, 28 September 2015 

Press Painkillers

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/jonathanjonesblog/2015/sep/10/pharmaceutical-art-drug-dependent-world-damien-hirst-chemical-x-joanna-rajkowska
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/jonathanjonesblog/2015/sep/10/pharmaceutical-art-drug-dependent-world-damien-hirst-chemical-x-joanna-rajkowska
http://thisistomorrow.info/articles/joanna-rajkowska-painkillers
http://thisistomorrow.info/articles/joanna-rajkowska-painkillers
https://elephant.art/joanna-rajkowska-painkillers-at-letrangere/
https://londonist.com/2015/09/joanna-rajkowska-s-painkillers-at-l-etrangere-gallery
https://londonist.com/2015/09/joanna-rajkowska-s-painkillers-at-l-etrangere-gallery


‘From the M4A1 carbine produced by the United States in 1994, to Israel’s 1954 Uzi 
submachine gun, Rajskowska’s replicate sculptures - their plinth-bound aesthetic unnervingly 
close to a modernist sculpture, or a conceptual artwork - remind us of these weapons’ terrifying 
global usage, while the materials that comprise them suggest a secondary subtext of terror: 
that of medicine feeding war. Relieving pain, and relieving life simultaneously.’ 
— Killing Pain with Language, Alice Butler, September 2015 

‘The pristine whitened perfection of these final products mounted on white walls is far from 
what we hitherto understand as an environment for weapons of war; chaos, blood, dirt upon 
dilapidated landscapes. Instead, the space they sit in -unused- is clinical, modern, almost 
dystopian in its displacement.’ 
— Ellen Turner, Sang Bleu, 8 September 2015  

‘These spectral forms, in the purity of their white space, untouched, unmarked and deactivated 
are unnerving in what we know is their true purpose. Our body, present, should fear these 
products of harm and destruction, though hesitate in the materialism of analgesics that seek to 
cure the body justly. In Painkillers, Rajkowska demands this conversation of conflict ideologies.’ 
— Ellen Turner, Sang Bleu, 8 September 2015 

'Black and white. Even before one discovers the paradox at the heart of Joanna Rajkowska’s 
powerful and confronting sculptural series, Painkillers, one is arrested and unsettled by the 
guns fashioned in pure white. Consciously or unconsciously, the fact that black is the hue one 
would normally associate with guns taps into the traditional Western Cultural duality that black 
and white symbolise distinct opposites: the dichotomies of night and day, evil and good, war 
and peace, killing and healing.’ 
— Guy Sangster Adams, Plectrum: The Cultural Pick, September 2015 

http://letrangere.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Text_AliceButler.pdf
https://magazine.sangbleu.com/2015/09/08/painkillers-by-joanna-rajkowska-at-letrangere/
https://magazine.sangbleu.com/2015/09/08/painkillers-by-joanna-rajkowska-at-letrangere/
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